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THESE COMPONENTS ARE REQUIRED TO INSTALL THE STORAGE DRAWER

ASBD47UINT13

I.

WSD47UINT13

4WSK472000

The following tools will be required to complete the installation of the drawer
storage systems in conjunction with the Pro-gard Cargo Barrier
A.
B.

II.

7/16” Deep Well Socket
5/32” Allen Wrench

C. 15mm Deep Well Socket
D. T55 Torx Driver

E. 8mm and 18mm Sockets
F. 1.25” Hole Saw

Read all instructions and refer to last page to ensure all parts were received
Note:

Warning:

This storage drawer option is to be used with the Pro-gard barrier system. Please refer to
instructions included with the barrier (also available on the Pro-gard website) and install it
first. Storage drawer brackets will be placed over previously installed barrier brackets.
Locate All wiring, fuel lines, brake lines, coolant lines, or refrigerant lines before
drilling any holes or installing any self-drilling fasteners.

III. Install Rear Support Brackets
A. Remove the rear section of the load floor.
B. Using an 18mm socket, remove the two OEM bolts from the rear driver’s side Barrier Support Bracket
[3BAR472003], lay the driver’s side rear WSD Bracket [3WSD472009] over it, and reinstall the bolts
removed at the beginning of this step. Torque to factory specifications.
C. Repeat Steps A and B for the passenger side with the second Barrier Support Bracket [3BAR472005] and
the passenger side rear WSD Bracket [3WSD472005].
D. Trim the rear section of the load floor as necessary to fit around the rear Barrier Brackets/WSD Brackets
and reinstall.
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WSD47UINT13
OR
ASBD47UINT13

4BAR472001

3WSD472010
3WSD472009

Fig. 1

3WSD472006

3WSD472005

IV. Install Front Brackets and Storage Drawer
A. Use 5/32” Allen wrench to remove (2) screws from the barrier’s bottom on driver’s side.
B. Place [3WSD472010] Front Driver’s Side WSD Bracket over the holes left from Step A (as shown in figure
2) and re-attach using [3X75] screws. Repeat for passenger side using [3WSD472006] Front Passenger
Side WSD Bracket.
C. Remove the sliding drawer from the storage drawer unit by depressing the tabs on the slides at each end
and pulling it free.
D. Pass (8) [3X001] carriage bolts through the inside of the box and through the holes on the corresponding
mounting brackets. Using a 7/16” socket, tighten (8) [3X16Z] whiz nuts on the bottom of the fasteners to
affix the drawer unit to the brackets.
E. Carefully reconnect the slides at each end of the sliding drawer and close it into the storage drawer unit.
Verify that the drawer opens and closes properly.

Installation complete
If you have any problems with this installation or have any questions please call (800-480-6680)
and ask for technical assistance.
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4WSK472000 (Used with Pro-gard Cargo Barrier)

4WSK472000 (Used with Pro-gard Barrier)
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